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Buy the Growth Hacker Tool Bundle for $99!

We sell a 13 tool bundle that includes the following for only $99. We will discuss how to use each of 
these tools in each chapters of the book to let solopreneurs, small businesses, agencies etc. to become 
pros at growth hacking at a cost everyone can afford.

Social Media Scrapers

Twitter Scraper Tools

Twitter Bio Scraper tool

Scrape Tweets from user's timeline

Search Recent Tweets by Keyword, Hashtag or URL tool

Track Twitter Hashtags & Keyword Tool

Instagram Scraper Tools

Instagram Profile Scraper Tool

Instagram Bio Search Scraper Tool

Linkedin Scraper Tools

Linkedin People Finder

Linkedin Company Finder Tool

Google SERP scraper

JournalistFinder Tool

News Scrapers
Search News by keywords

Search News by city/state
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Lead Generation

Email Crawler

Email Permutation Google Sheet

Yellowpages Scraper Tool
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Introduction: What Is a Growth Hacker?

A highly resourceful and creative marketer singularly focused on high-leverage growth.

Growth Hacking is conducting marketing experiments to uncover strategies to acquire and retain
customers/users using data.

It can be anything - viral marketing, publicity stunts, leveraging trends or other people’s audience,
inbound/outbound/automated, copywriting, gamification, etc. The possibilities are infinite.

A growth hacker is someone that operates at the intersection of product, marketing, and technology to
methodically acquire, activate and retain users/followers/clients.

A Growth Hacker uses inbound and outbound strategies to attract traffic. 

Unlike a digital marketer, a growth hacker will not be limited to a few channels of customer acquisition
such as pay per click (PPC) advertising but rather embrace the entire gamut of options such as content
marketing,social media marketing, digital PR, influencer marketing etc. 

A growth hacker will use all the techniques shown below for customer acquisition:

1. Inbound (Pull Tactics) -

1.1 Your Audience: Blogging, SEO, Podcasting, Social 
Media, E-Books, Webinars, Guides, Whitepaper, 
Infographics, Videos/YouTube, Slide Decks, Contests

1.2 Leveraged Audience: Guest Blogging, Guest 
Podcasting, Speaking at Conferences, Guest Hosting 
Webinars, Deal Sites, Marketplaces, digital PR 
soundbites and quotes in media publications.

2. Outbound (Push Tactics) - Affiliates, Direct Sales. Paid Ads, Promotional Swaps

3. Automation - Network Invitations (Phone Contacts, Email Contacts, Social Contacts), Social 
Sharing, API Integrations

Specrom web scraping and social media automation tools will help growth hackers achieve their 
goals at a cost thats affordable to even small businesses ($99/year).
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How to Work with the Data?

Import into Google Sheets

All our scraping tools will generate a publicly accessible CSV file. You can open these files in Google 
sheets by using IMPORTDATA(url) function.

Step 1: Open a new google sheets by File > New > Spreadsheet

Step 2: Go the the first cell and enter the IMPORTDATA function and hit enter.

=IMPORTDATA("https://e1-testing-public-bucket.s3.amazonaws.com/880fe76a-28e2-47b2-9c34-9fb7ac59b6bd.csv") 

Step 3: In few seconds or a minute depending on the size of the file, you should see the CSV file loaded
into the Google sheet.

Step 4: Now you can filter, sort and manipulate the data and save it for further steps or for using it as an
input file for automation and web scraping tools. 

A classic example is that you use keywords as an input search query for Google search scraper tool and
it generates a CSV file. The URLs that you get in the resulting CSV can be opened in Google sheet, 
sorted and filtered to only keep the relevant results, and this new sheet can be used as an input for email
scraper and crawler to find email addresses at the URLs.
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Applying different web scrapers or automations sequentially really magnifies the growth hacking 
potential of the entire workflow and gives you the results you need to supercharge your marketing 
efforts.
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Chapter 1: Find People 

A keystone of social media automation and growth hacking is finding people that you should engage 
with. You may be finding people to grow your audience and increase followers, find new customers, or 
find influencers.

The top reasons are listed below:

Find influencers to power your influencer marketing

Build connections with influencers in your particular niche. Since all the data is already in a 
spreadsheet, you can sort by certain words or phrases related to your business in their bio description. 
You will also be able to filter by location and see the amount of post engagement and number of 
followers.

Search for potential customers

Searching for potential customers is necessary for building up your customer base or finding the initial 
beta users. Once you have exported all the search results for a particular keyword in a CSV file, you 
can further filter Twitter bios column to find consumers who define themselves with a similar niche and
may be interested in your product/service, or by location.

Find email addresses

Our tool will extract email addresses from profiles that have mentioned it in their Twitter bio. So you 
can supercharge your email marketing and cold outreach efforts.

Great for journalists and content creators

Are you trying to do research for a story or a content you are creating? our Twitter bio search tool is 
perfect to find twitter users to interview or research for your story.

Identify and follow relevant users
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Identify relevant users on Twitter and grow your number of followers by using follow/unfollow 
strategy.

1.1 Twitter Bio Search and Scraper Tool

→ Keyword based search bar on Twitter is an excellent way to find relevant users.

Figure 1: A screenshot of Twitter bio search 

Our Twitter bio scraper tool exports this information into a CSV file for further analysis
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Table 1: a screenshot of the CSV file generated by Specrom’s Twitter Bio Scraper.

→ You can enter upto 5 search queries per request: Just specify the search keywords and 
maximum number of rows to fetch and generate a CSV file that is emailed to you directly.

Information contained in the CSV.

Fields directly scraped from Twitter.com:

•t_author_name: Name of the Twitter account.
•t_twitter_username: Username of the Twitter account.
•t_profile_join_date: Date and time of Twitter account creation (in UTC).
•t_verified: Whether the Twitter account is verified or not.
•t_bio: Bio of the Twitter account which is mentioned in its Twitter profile.
•t_profile_location: Location which is mentioned by the Twitter account.
•t_profile_website: URL of website mentioned by the Twitter user.
•t_following: Number of Twitter accounts the user is Following.
•t_followers: Number of Followers of the Twitter account.
•t_likes: Number of tweets which are liked by the Twitter account.
•t_no_of_posts: number of tweets posted by the Twitter account.
•Profile URL: URL of the Twitter account’s profile.
•Email: email address of the user (if mentioned in author bio).
•search_term: search term entered in our scraper tool.
•data_analysis_date: date when our tool extracted the data.
Analytics columns
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• follower_following_ratio: A ratio of number of followers to number of people you are 
following. Typically, an influencer should have more followers then number of accounts being 
followed; aka ratio of lower than 1. Successful (micro)influencers have this number higher than 
10.

• likes_to_posts_ratio: A ratio of number of likes by the user over number of posts by the user. A 
value higher than 5 typically is associated with an active Twitter user who is less likely to be an 
influencer and typically follows other influencers.

• account_age_in_days: Age of the account in days.
• avg_posts_per_day: We get this value by dividing the number of posts by account age in days. 

Typically, an influencer/active Twitter user posts atleast 3 Twitter posts a week, so a value of 0.4
or higher is a great surrogate indicator of user engagement.

• avg_likes_per_day: We get this value by dividing the number of posts by account age in days. 

Let us discuss some of the sorting and filtering techniques that will help you identify the users 
you want to target. 

• If you are looking for an influencer, then you want someone who is being followed more times 
than the number of accounts he is following aka follower/following ratio over 1.

• Influencers should also be active Twitter accounts, meaning that they should post atleast 3 times
a week or a value of 0.4 or higher average Twitter posts a day

• A follower count of over 10,000 is normally expected for influencers. If you are looking for 
microinfluencers then it is expected that the user will have between 1,000 and 10,000 followers.

• Account age is a great indicator of whether an user is real or not. Older Twitter accounts are one
of the obvious indicators of being associated to a real person rather than bots.

• If you are trying to increase followers, than using the follow/unfollow stretegy usually works 
well only in case of accounts with follower count of less than 2000. Accounts with higher 
number of followers may not notice you enough to follow you.

• Likes are an excellent measure of engagement. The more someone likes, the more he/she/they 
are consuming other peoples tweets. That's generally a good thing (because it means that others 
are more likely to RT you). Here, we breakdown this audience by the amount that they like (as a
ratio of total activity). We define activity as sum of posts and number of likes. This ratio is 
between 0-1; If it's near 1 aka very high, then it means that the user is just "liking" other posts 
without retweeting or posting tweets of their own; this could indicate that its a bot account. On 
the flip side, low engagement Twitter accounts only push their posts and don't like other's 
contents, these will have a ratio equal to or closer to 0. An influencer account with healthy 
engagement should have this ratio between 0.2 to 0.5.

So how many results can you scrape from Twitter bio search?
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Twitter will show about 1000-1500 profiles for a very popular search term. It takes our Twitter scraper 
about 50 mins to scrape profile info from about 1000 profiles. 

Paid accounts can search for 5 keywords at one time, hence we recommend that you run minor 
variations of searches such as:

beauty influencer near:miami within:300mi

beauty influencer near:chicago within:300mi

beauty influencer near:atlanta within:300mi

1.2 Instagram Bio Scraper Tool

Specrom’s Instagram bio scraper tool searches Instagram bios for by entering a keyword and export 
matching Instagram user data as a CSV file.

This tool is very similar to Twitter bio scraper tool we discussed in the earlier section.

You should be searching and extracting users from both Twitter and Instagram since there are many 
users who are more active on one platform and it makes sense for you to reach out to all of them as part
of your social media marketing and automation strategy. 
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Table 2: A screenshot of the CSV file generated by Specrom’s Instagram Bio Scraper Tool.

1.3 JournalistFinder Tool

One of the best class of influencers are journalists and you can find them in bulk by using our 
JournalistFinder tools.

JournalistFinder is a media contacts database to help you find targeted journalist contact details.

 We currently index 30,000 domains and over 300,000 journalists and influencers in our database.✓

 Our tool is incredibly easy to use. You get access to Google sheet containing all the domains and ✓
information such as country, language, whether it accepts contributed content etc. You can use this find 
the domains for your niche.

 ✓  Next, go to the JournalistFinder tool page enter the domain (such as CNN.com) to get a CSV file by 
email containing journalist details.

No row limits on exported CSV files and one concurrent data extraction per user✓

 Get over 10 attribute columns such as bio, topics/beats, location, social media handles, email of ✓
journalists so that you can filter the CSV locally.

Table 3: A screenshot of the CSV file generated by Specrom’s JournalistFinder Tool.
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1.4 Linkedin People Finder and Linkedin Company Finder

There is a large subset of professionals who do not maintain an active Twitter or Instagram account.

However, they do have a Linkedin profile and since they keep it as their digital resume, most people 
tend to keep it pretty updated.

You can export Linkedin people profiles by using our Linkedin people finder and export company 
profiles using Linkedin company finder.  

1.5 Twitter Profile Scraper and Instagram Profile Scraper

You might already have a list of social media handles that you need to sort and filter based on follower 
counts, keywords in bios etc. In these cases you should use:

Twitter profile scraper 

Instagram profile scraper

Many company twitter accounts rarely follow anyone, hence, trying to engage with them using a 
follow/unfollow strategy might not work as well. 

Similarly, accounts having over 10,000 followers may also not be very inclined to follow everyone who
follows them so you can remove them from any follow/unfollow strategies. 

You can see follower count and followed count using the file extracted from Twitter profile and 
instagram profile scraper.

1.6 Google Scraper Tool

There are paid lead generation and people search tools such as rocketreach.co, apollo.io etc. They 
basically contain data extracted from person’s resume, Linkedin etc. 
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Figure: An example of the public   profile   webpage   from rocketreach.
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Figure: An example of the public   profile   webpage   from Zoominfo 

Figure: An example of the public   profile   webpage   from Apollo.io

All of these have pretty expensive subscriptions that will not fit many growth hacker’s budget but 
worry no more. 

This book is all about generating the best growth for your company with spending just $99 a year for 
our growth hacking bundle so let us give you a couple of ideas to get you that data. 

Zoominfo.com, rocketreach.co and apollo.io have millions of webpages indexed by Google, so you can
get lots of free information by simply doing a site specific search.

A google search such as one below will pull the webpage shown above. 

Eric Weber site:rocketreach.co/*

Similar Google searches such as shown below will extract webpages from other such lead generation 
databases.

Eric Weber site:apollo.io/* (if you want both people and companies)

Eric Weber site:zoominfo.com/* (if you want both people and companies)

Eric Weber site:zoominfo.com/p/* (only people profiles)

Eric Weber site:zoominfo.com/c/* (only company profiles)
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Now, we know that Google search based on name alone is a pretty blunt tool, and you will still have to 
go through multiple pages of Google search and read the snippets to make sure you are looking at the 
right Eric weber. 

Alternately, maybe you are trying to look for everyone who has a similar job title or work profile. A 
search like the one below might give you everyone who works in digital marketing in Atlanta, GA area.

digital marketing Atlanta, GA site:apollo.io/* (if you want both people and companies)

digital marketing Atlanta, GA site:apollo.io/people/* (only people profiles)

digital marketing Atlanta, GA site:apollo.io/companies/* (only company profiles)

Google scraper Tool is an excellent way to run these searches, paginate automatically to get 90-100 
results and get a CSV.

Figure: A screenshot of the CSV file generated by Google Scraper Tool for the search query: digital 
marketing Atlanta, GA site:apollo.io/*

Once data is in CSV file, you can quickly identify your prospects, and you can then try to reach out to 
them either via social media or find their email addresses.

Either way, Google scraper tool is indispensible for any growth hacker to find people and companies 
and perfect complement to Twitter, Instagram and Linkedin searches.

Summary

The overall goal of this chapter was to help you find people on social media platforms such as 
Instagram, Twitter and Linkedin. 
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You can filter results and the shortlisted results can be entered in the spreadsheet that has profile URLs 
of the people you are interested. 

You can use this spreadsheet in as part of your social media automation workflow where you can auto 
follow/unfollow shortlisted people. 
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Chapter 2: Find Content Worth Sharing – Using News,
Twitter, and Google Web Scrapers

The life blood of any social media management is curating and sharing great content. 

Ofcourse you will want to share posts that try to pitch your products and services, but if thats all you do
than than you will not have engaged followers. 

Your account timeline should be full of interesting tweets, content, videos etc. so that a prospective user
is enticed enough to start following you.

In this chapter we will assume that you are already an expert in writing content that specifically pushes 
your products and services. Here our goal is to help you find additional content.

All successful social media managers try to post content that's informative, funny, viral worthy or just 
things that your audience will find worthy of not only engaging but also sharing among their networks.

You can also use this to find content ideas for original content. This chapter tells you all the ways you 
can find content worth sharing.

Our goal in this chapter is singularly to help you devise a workflow that gets you lots of interesting 
content that you can shortlist, curate and convert to posts. 

You can create a spreadsheet of 50-100 shortlisted posts that can be scheduled to publish in whatever 
frequency you like thus always ensuring that your followers have great content to consume by using 
your account.

All the tools discussed below are available to anyone with Specrom data marketplace subscription at 
only $39/month or $99/year.

2.1 News

One of the most common content to share on social media like Twitter is sharing recent news stories.

In all probability, you are already doing that in your social media posts. 

You can just share whichever stories appear interesting; in most cases you might be using google news 
or google alerts.

In this section, let us try to create a workflow that ensures that all the interesting news stories come to 
you in a format thats ready to be converted into posts with little effort.
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2.1.1 Track news by keywords: Specrom News Tracker Tool

If you operate in a well defined niche than your audience is probably interested reading about news 
stories in that niche. 

You should track news for the certain keywords that are important to your business or to your 
followers.

Using the spreadsheet created at the end of chapter 1 as reference, you should just search for news 
stories that match certain keywords and you can quickly glance through that to find news stories that 
are worth sharing.

You can quickly glance through the news stories, shortlist them, and use it for posting content in an 
automated workflow discussed in chapter 3.

Specrom News Tracker lets you track recent news articles, blog posts whenever some outlet mentions 
the keywords set by you (maximum 5 search queries).

This is a Google Alerts alternative on steroids. Everyday you get a CSV file containing all the hits 
matching the search query from over 30,000 news outlet domains that we crawl and index everyday.

You get the data fields such as author, full content, description (from meta tags), title, source name etc. 
as shown in table 4.

Table 1: CSV file created by Specrom News Tracker that is emailed to you everyday.

2.1.2 Track news by City/State: Specrom Google News Scraper Tool
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If your business is limited to a local geographical area or if a large fraction of your followers are 
centered to a particular area than you should use Google news scraper to find all news stories in that 
area.

Even if your business is global, we recommend that you set a tracker on major cities like New York 
city, Los Angeles etc. to find funny, odd, totally unexpected news items that you can share with your 
readers. 

You will use city, state as input and get an output file shown in table 2 that will be emailed to you 
everyday.

Remember that people may not live in LA or NYC but they still be very much interested to know about
random stories like soda tax in NYC etc. since lots of people are culturally connected to these cities 
thanks to hit TV shows like sex and the city, Sienfield etc.

Since you arent getting filtered news stories by keyword, this actually gives you a much broader net 
and you can find some hidden gems or truly weird or shocking news stories.

Table 2: CSV file created by Specrom Google News Scraper Tool

2.2 Find interesting tweets by hashtag or keywords: Using 
Specrom’s Twitter Hashtag Tracker

A classic way to find interesting content that is recently published is by searching recent tweets based 
on a hashtag or keyword. 

Find recent tweets and profile information of authors using search term (max two per request). Get max
400 tweets per request.

You can either get the results one time by using Search Recent Tweets by Keyword, Hashtag or URL 
Tool 
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If you want recurring data, you can create a tracker that will email a CSV file (shown in table 3) once a 
day containing the tweets matching the keyword.

Common search terms include keywords and hashtags. You can also input a URL to see who is sharing 
that link and what Twitter users are saying about it.

Our customers use this for social listening to track what potential customers are saying about their 
brands, their competitor brands, and to identify prospects and leads for selling your product/services 
based on what a user is saying on Twitter.

You get a CSV file sent to your email. You can shortlist interesting tweets and save it for chapter 3 to 
retweet it or like it automatically.

Table 3: CSV file created by Specrom search tweets by keyword tool.

2.3 Find Tweets posted by an account

Sometimes, there are power users how post such an effective content that its worth extracting and 
sharing in your account. 
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Our Tweets scraper tool will download 700-800 latest tweets from an user as a CSV file shown in table 
4.

Table 4: CSV file created by Specrom Tweets Scraper tool.

2.4 Google Scraper Tool

What do you do when you need to find websites that match a search query? You do a Google search !

Google scraper is an excellent way to find targeted webpages that match a keyword.

A no frills, easy to use, affordable, Google search engine results pages (SERPs) scraper tool to extract 
organic links, descriptions and title from multiple pages at once.

Our tool automatically paginates through Google SERPs and extracts an average of 90-100 results per 
keyword query.

Get Alexa domain rank and a domain authority (DA) value (0-1) for all rows.

Our tool will email the CSV file to you once it finishes data extraction.
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Table 5: CSV file created by Specrom Google Scraper tool.

Here are common workflows:

Quora Q&A extractor

Quora creates excellent sharable content and you should definitely repost the links to quora content. 
You can find these by simply adding site:quora.com/* to the keyword you want to search in the Google 
Scraper tool’s search term column.

An example showing quora search for digital marketing is shown below.

digital marketing site:quora.com/*

Medium search scraper

Medium contains very high quality content that is excellent to share to your audience.

digital marketing site:medium.com/*

Summary

We discussed different Specrom tools that can find content for you to curate and share among your 
audience. 

The overall goal should be a spreadsheet that contains text of a tweet with URL to share among your 
audience. 

You can use this spreadsheet for social media automation such as for scheduling tweets, Twitter Auto 
liker, Twitter auto retweeter, Twitter direct message sender etc.
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Chapter 3: Find Email Addresses

A great growth hacker doesn't rely solely on inbound customer acquisition but rather they reach out to 
their prospects. 

We have tools and ideas that can help you do it. 

However, before you send any emails, you should always use an email verifier tool to check if the 
email address you are sending an email to exists or not. 

Your domain will maintain high email deliverability only if your overall domain score is high 
otherwise, emails sent by email addresses on your domain will start ending up in spam folder. 

The things that influence email deliverability are:

• Complaint %: the percentage of your email recipients that mark your emails as junk.

• Unknown users %: the number of invalid email recipients that causes the emails to bounce 
back to you.

• Triggered spam traps: spam traps are email addresses that don’t belong to anyone and have 
the primary task of catching spammers and senders with poor list hygiene practices. While 
sending emails to these addresses may not bounce back to you, but they definitely lower your 
domain reputation.

You should always send very targeted emails to prospects to trigger no spam traps and keep a low 
complaint percentage. 

However, there will still be some email addresses that you will find online that will belong to users that
no longer work at the company and hence the email address will be invalid. 

Sending to these invalid email addresses will increase unknown users % and hurt your domain 
reputation.

You can always avoid these issues by using email verifier and validator tool. 

3.1 Use Email Verifier Tool

Email verifier tools check the format, domain information using MX records, response of the mail 
servers by sending a SMTP request. 
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Most ISPs and other cloud server providers block something called port 25 on their networks. This port
is essential for performing a SMTP request. This is the reason why email verifier tools on the market 
are priced at $0.0003-$0.05/verification request.

Most email verifiers on the market offer free plans consisting of 50-100 verifications a month for free, 
and we recommend that you use the free tier of all the major providers such as hunter.io, 
mailboxlayer.com, neverbounce.

As you might have guessed, that you cannot brute force your way and guess hundreds of potential 
email addresses try to verify all of them to find the real address on a cost effective basis.

Hence, you should definitely use email permutation sheet discussed below, but find some other signal 
such as Google search etc and once you have narrowed down the email address list to most likely ones, 
you can trim them further using email verification to make sure you are only sending emails that 
actually make it to the prospect.

Email verification is not a fail safe method, there are times when this method becomes unreliable. 
These are discussed below:

False negatives: emails exist but are shown as not verified. You can retry email verification for certain 
emails that you are sure of being real due to some other signals such as its listed on author page etc. 

False positives: emails do not exist but are shown as verified. Some domains have something called a 
catch all emails where even emails that doesn't exist will show up as verified. An easy way to find out 
if you are dealing with such a domain is entering an entirely made up email address such as 
“dhdahhfohowwfwfo@domain.com” and if this shows up as “verified” than you know that you will 
have to disregard any verification done on that domain.

Here are the top ways to find email addresses:

3.2 Twitter and Instagram Bios

A good percentage of people have put their email addresses on their Twitter and Instagram Bios. 
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Figure: A beauty influencer having email address in her Twitter bio.

Our Twitter   scraper tools   and extract such email addresses and put it in separate column so that you can
find it easily. 

Figure: CSV file generated by Twitter profile scraper tool that contains email address in column 
highlighted in blue. 

Similarly, lots of Instagram users put their email addresses in their Instagram bios as shown below:
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Figure: A beauty influencer having email address in her   Instagram   bio.  

Our Instagram scraper   tools   will extract such email addresses and put it in separate column so that you 
can find it easily. 

Figure: CSV file generated by Instagram profile scraper tool that contains email address in column 
highlighted in blue.

Both Twitter and Instagram scraper tools don't just contain profile scrapers where you have to specify 
profile handles as input and get the profile details extracted. 

You can also search Twitter and Instagram bios by querying using a keyword, and out tool will 
automatically extract matching Twitter or Instagram profiles along with email addresses.

If the email address itself is not available, then next best thing is a link to the user’s personal webpage. 

A much larger percentage of people atleast have that on their profiles and you can use it in next steps as
an input to our email crawler that can go out and find the email addresses at that website

3.3 Email Scraper and Crawler Tool

Our email crawler tool takes a seed URL as input and it extracts any email address that it found not 
only on that webpage, but it will also automatically visit upto 200 webpages and check for email 
addresses and extract them on a CSV file. 
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We also keep a database of recently found email addresses and we will show them in the CSV file. This
feature differentiates us from a regular email scraper tool and brings us closer to what you might get 
from something like hunter.io.

Figure 1: CSV file generated by email scraper and crawler tool.

If you look at figure 1, than you will notice that our tool found about 53 email addresses from a seed url
of a news story at wsj.com; however, we also included over 800 email addresses that we found within 
last 30 days.

There are cases when our email crawler will not extract any email addresses even though they may be 
present on the webpage. For understanding why and how that happens, please go through section 3.8.

3.4 Yellowpages.com Crawler Tool

Some b2b businesses greatly benefit from reaching out to other businesses listed in yellowpages.com. 

Our yellowpages scraper   tool   will not only extract phone, address of these results but we will also 
extract email addresses of the listings. 

Yellowpages.com is a great place to find local search results for doctors, lawyers, real estate agents, 
restaurants etc. 
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Basically everything you can find on Google maps can be found on yellowpages.com with the 
additional benefit that it also includes email addresses. 

Figure 2: CSV file generated by yellowpages crawler tool.

3.5 Guess the Email Addresses using our Email Permutation 
Sheet

Almost all professional email addresses follow some predictable patterns and you can use an email 
permutation Google sheet to guess all the common patterns. 

Let us take an example below:

The Google sheet will automatically generate these results:
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This permuation sheet is an excellent starting place before you start Googling for email address.

3.6 Google Scraper Tools

Google is indispensible tool for trying to find someone’s email address. Google scraper Tool is an 
excellent way to run these searches, paginate automatically to get 90-100 results and get a CSV.

We have included queries that point to zoominfo, apollo.io, and rocketreach.co to get links to the public
profiles hosted on these lead generation databases. 

The free public profile will ofcourse not include the entire email address as shown in figure below.

However, this will definitely tell you the email address pattern, and when you combine this with results
of Email Permutation Sheet plus an email verifier, you will find the email address you want in majority 
of cases.
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Figure: Public profile webpage from zoominfo showing partially obscured email address.

You can run a search query of 

first name + last name + company website

If that doesnt work, than you can try running queries shown below. 

[fullname] + email (or) email address

[fullname] + contact (or) contact information (or) contact me

[fullname] + “home town”

[fullname] + “company they work for”

[fullname] + LinkedIn

[fullname] + ZoomInfo

[fullname] site:rocketreach.co/*

[fullname] site:zoominfo.com/p/* (only people profiles)

[fullname] site:zoominfo.com/c/* (only company profiles)

[fullname] site:apollo.io/* (if you want both people and companies)

[fullname] site:apollo.io/people/* (only people profiles)

[fullname] site:apollo.io/companies/* (only company profiles)

[fullname] + [current city, state] site:apollo.io/* (if you want both people and companies)

[fullname] + [current city, state]  site:apollo.io/people/* (only people profiles)

[fullname] + [current city, state]  site:apollo.io/companies/* (only company profiles)
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If you know a bit about more information about your prospect (like where they work) you can try these.
Replace [at] with @ when entering the search query in Google.

site:companywebsite.com + [fullname] + email

site:companywebsite.com + [fullname] + contact

site:companywebsite.com + firstname.lastname [at] companyname.com

site:companywebsite.com + firstnamelastname [at] companyname.com

site:companywebsite.com + firstname [at] companyname.com

site:companywebsite.com + firstname_lastname [at] companyname.com

[firstname] [lastname] [company] email/contact (e.g., Jay Patel specrom email)

[firstname] [lastname] email/contact site:[domain.com] (e.g., Jay Patel email site:specrom.com)

3.7 Google Play Store and Google Chrome Extension Store 

Are you trying to get email addresses for software developers who might have active apps in Google 
play store or Google chrome extension store?

Well in that case, getting email addresses is easy enough. 
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Figure: Google chrome extension containing the email address (fannie@makeitshe.org) for the 
developer.

Similarly, Google play store listings also contain email addresses for the developers.

Figure: Google play store app webpage containing the email address (e.onyanov@gmail.com) for the 
developer.

We scrape all the listings and apps from the entire Google play store and chrome web extension store 
about once every month so if you need this data than simply contact us and we can sell you in bulk at a 
pretty affordable cost (starting at $49).

3.8 Check Personal Webpage and Linkedin

You should check the personal website of the prospect and their linkedin profile manually.

 Occasionally, many people try to reduce the number of spam emails they get by intentionally 
obscuring the email addresses by either replacing @ with [at] or using an image of the email address 
instead of it being a clickable link.

Some websites even go as far as putting in dedicated Javascript based anti-bot measures so that the 
webpage is not displayed correctly when an automated web crawler program checks it for email 
addresses.
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All of these methods will result in getting back no results from the email crawler and scraper tool even 
though the email address in in fact present on the webpage when you check it manually.

3.9 Subscribe to Your Prospect’s Email List

Does your our prospect’s website or blog have a newsletter? If yes than you can subscribe to their 
mailing list.

In majority of cases, newsletters are sent from a personal email addresss so this is a quick and easy way
to obtain the email address you’re looking for.

Even if it’s sent from a generic info@ address, you can try replying to one of the newsletters to share an
opinion or ask an insightful question and you might get a response from the personal inbox.

3.10 Buy Email Database Subscription

There is just so much you can do without a dedicated subscription to an email database or an email 
lookup service. 

You may be able to find 70-80% of email addresses using our tools or one of the free methods listed 
here but there will always be some hard to find email addresses that are best found by subscribing to 
any of the tools listed below.

Find That Email – 50 free searches/month. Paid accounts from $29/month for 500 searches 
($0.058/search).

•Finder Expert– 300 free searches/month. Paid accounts from $39 per month for 5,000 searches 
($0.008/search).

•Snov.io – 50 free searches/month. Paid accounts from $29 for 1,000 single searches or 500 bulk 
searches ($0.029/search).

•Voila Norbert – Free trial of 50 free searches. Paid accounts from $49/month for 1,000 searches 
($0.049/search).

•Email Finder from Hunter – 50 free searches/month. Paid accounts from $49/month for 1,000 searches
($0.049/search).

•FindThatLead – 50 free searches/month. Paid accounts from $49/month for 5,000 searches 
($0.0098/search).
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•eMail-Prospector Pro – Free trial of 50 free searches. Paid accounts from $1,195 per year, limited to 
4,000 searches ($0.299/search).

•FindEmails.com – Free trial of 50 free searches. Paid accounts from $19/month for 500 searches 
($0.038/search).

3.11 Tweet them!/Message on Linkedin!

If you are connected with your prospects on social media such as Twitter or Linkedin then you can 
simply DM them and ask for their email address.

3.12 Facebook

Fb is a great place to find personal emails of prospects that will most probably outlive any other 
professional email addresses they might be using currently. 

Many people enter as much information as they can on fb profile and then forget about it few years 
later, but those details will still be on their fb profile.

Just head over to the about page on the profile and see if they have added an email address.

3.13 Just ask them!/Call them!

You can just reach out to prospects via contact form on the website, or send an email to a generic email 
like info@domain.com and you will be surprised at how often you will get a reply back from an 
individual email address. 

This method works especially well when the prospects you are trying to reach out are individuals or 
small businesses.
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If you already have a phone number gathered from either the yellowpages scraper tool or from Google 
maps listing, than you can also call your prospect for generic inquiry and just ask nicely for an email 
address that you can reach out to for sending more information.
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Chapter 4: Know your Audience

You’ll be more successful in generating, curating and sharing great content if you can systematically 
break down your audience into different personas and use content targeted at each persona.

4.1 What is an Audience Persona?

You probably know your organization, its product lineup and your customers pretty well. However, you
need to think from a perspective of someone who might be consuming your content. You should 
remember that every business out there is either actively building an audience and on the flip side, 
they themselves are an audience for someone else.

As you are sitting and reading this article in trying to figure out content marketing, someone else 
is conceptualizing content that will appeal to you.

Remember the saying “put yourself in their shoes”? thats exactly what you are trying to do when trying
to design content: putting yourself in the shoes of your target audience. We do this by using something 
called audience personas which are fictional people with very real needs that you come up with in this 
brainstorming process so that your “target audience” now has a placeholder person that you can 
visualize better when you try to put yourself in the shoes of your audience persona.

Let’s take an example; instead of thinking about all soon to be mothers, its better to think of a lady 
named Jessica who is in her early 30s and expecting her first baby while having an active outdoors 
lifestyle and loves to eat protein rich diet. The last part is important if your content is driven towards 
targeting audience with vegan dietary needs.

4.2 Content Persona Research

You should start brainstorming with writing down all the distinct features of your audiences. The 
information here will partly come from audience surveys, customer surveys, focus group results for 
your products, feedback from event attendees etc. Basically everything you know about your current 
customers and their backgrounds will be a starting point in developing broad strokes of your audience 
persona.
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Once you have exhausted existing data, you should glean some more information about your potential 
audience from web forums, comments section on popular youtube videos in your field, searching 
Twitter, Reddit, latest news based on keywords etc.

Dont be afraid to step out in the real world and hanging out in same places where your potential 
audience visits and ask them questions in real world. I meet too many businesses who mention that they
haven’t done a focus group or an in person audience feedback session in years (or never) since its too 
expensive. Well, you can always take a notepad and ask questions at trade shows, events, etc. and get 
some raw data on building your audience persona and get some demographics data on how old your 
potential customer is, what time of day job they have, etc.

Once you have everything written down, you should start to segment them into distinct subgroups. You 
may think you know your audience well, but once you start creating audience personas you will see 
patterns starting to emerge.

If we are taking the example above, our persona Jessica has another counterpart called Maria who is a 
mom to two kids in middle school and is trying to find healthy snacking alternatives for her kids. Her 
needs are distinctly different than Jessica and you need to create targeted content for both these 
personas.

Content persona research will allow you to disengage from thinking of yourself as both content 
consumer and content’s target audience whereas in reality, you personally may know too much about 
the field you are producing the content for, and that clouds your judgement.

4.3 B2B Persona

Creating audience persona works pretty well for B2B too however, you need to think about it a bit 
differently. Your target audience now is a corporate buyer who serves as a gatekeeper and 
decision maker for a huge corporate order that can be getting your products either on retail 
shelves or putting it in wholesale distribution. This is especially true if you are trying to selling a 
product like a protein bar which can not only be sold direct to consumers through your own website 
and ecommerce channels such as Amazon but also through wholesale and retail stores by working with 
buyers from grocery stores such as Walmart, Publix etc.
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In these cases, create multiple audience personas targeting, not just the key decision maker (aka 
corporate buyer in this case) but collaborators (local store managers, etc.) too that advise and consult 
with key decision maker. This will help you gain visibility throughout the corporate chain and when 
time comes, helps your key decision maker on acquiring your offer.

4.4 Converting Audience Personas into their Life Resume
Alright, now you have all the data you can find through an exhaustive persona research. This is the fun 
part of the excercise, you get to name your fictitious audience members and create their life backstory 
as well as fill in their resume with the data you have collected.

You can type up a page containing their imaginary name and following details:

• Name

• Age

• Martial status

• Geographic location

• Number of children

• Income

• Job Title

• Top channels where they find and consume content

• Top pain points and things they are actively searching for online

• List products you are selling that are most likely to be bought by this persona

• How many times do you think this persona will buy your product (potential lifetime customer 
value). This will help you dedicate marketing budget for this persona.

We should be aware at all stages of this process to differentiate buyer personas aka people who might 
potentially buy your products from content consumer personas that are people who might consume 
your content but are unlikely to convert as a buyer due to various reasons such as your products being 
too expensive for their current income levels. In these cases, you can file away content consumer 
personas till the time when you expand your product offering that has a better value proposition for 
these audiences.
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Remember, our goal is not just to increase audience engagement for our content, that will be good but 
that doesn’t help our overall goal of content marketing aka creating content to boost sales.

For many products, the buying cycle is long enough that your content will meet a potential buyer early 
on in the cycle when they are still researching the topic; these people will actually come back to you 
when they are ready to pull the trigger and these convertible sort of content consumers are very 
important to you. This becomes even more important in B2B case when the gratekeeper can take 
months to actually convert from the time of first contact.

Summary

Write down 20-100 keywords that describes what kind of content your audience consumes.

Also write down keywords that describe what kind of keywords your audience is likely to put in 
their Twitter, Instagram bios, CV, resume etc.

So you will now have two distinct columns containing keywords that 1) describes the content 
your audience persona consumes and 2) describes how your audience persona defines themselves 
in social media bios.
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Chapter 5: Using AI To Understand and Segment 
Audiences

If you are an established business or are into selling known brands than you probably already have a 
good idea of what your audience is like and creating the “life resume” that we mentioned may be pretty
easy.

However, when you are a startup at an early stage or are trying to take a product into market in a totally
new category (something as totally outrageous as vegan pork rinds), then you will need some help in 
trying to understand your audience.

In this chapter, we will discuss few case studies of how you can know more about your audience, get 
demographics data etc. using AI models from our AI models marketplace. 

But AI is complicated!

A simple answer is no!

I know the term AI has become a buzzword and it keeps getting thrown around for practically every 
new marketing material but let me just say that the type of AI we are going to use in this chapter is easy
to use, cheap and ubiquitous. 

You already use AI in numerous applications without even realizing it. 

This is what works under the hood to determine is an email sent to your address should show up in your
inbox or spam folder. These models also give you valuable audience demographics insights and 
targeting in Google ads that lets you segment your audience by age, gender etc. 

I think every smart growth marketer should keep it in their toolbox and apply it in creative 
context where such information is not already available. 

Our AI models are one of the most competitively priced on the market and we pricing start at only $6/
month. Instead of selling you an entire bundle of AI models, we sell only what you need on a ala carte 
basis. 

5.1 Identify Bots on Twitter

There are fully conversational bots everywhere on social media and especially on twitter. The aims of 
these bots is to amplify and repost content and it will be a waste of your time and money if you 
inadvertantly try to engage with these bot accounts or even put them in your prospect lists. 

In chapter 1, we talked about different tools that helps you find people and among them, prominent 
tools were Twitter bio scraper and Instagram bio scraper. 
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Both these tools basically show you profiles that match the search keywords. Among the search results,
you will absolutely come across Twitter and Instagram profiles that are bot accounts.

We have AI models that have analyzed hundreds of thousands of known bots 
(https://botwiki.org/bots/twitterbots/) so create a model that can tell us if a Twitter account is a bot or 
not.

This model also includes the capability to return a score on the scale of 0-1 about how much bot 
activity is happening in an account. 

If you really think about it, then you will quickly realize that the best way to operate a bot and make it 
appear human is by actually mixing in few human created tweets/posts every now and again; so ideally 
most bots will contain a good mix of human and bot created content. 

Hence, its much more beneficial to tell you a percentage of bot activity on a Twitter account rather than
just saying whether an account is bot or not. 

This model will have to study not only previous tweets from a Twitter account, but will also look at 
followers and followings of the account to check for astroturfing or any other weird activity happening 
in the follow trains of the user. 

All of these means that while our bot detection model is very accurate, it will take quite a bit of time to 
run it hence we suggest that you do not try to run more than few hundred profiles a day through it. We 
sell the base plan for $10/month for bot detection. 

5.2 Identifying Gender and Age from Profile Pictures

Chapter 1 discusses many ways we can find people that will be great prospects, or influencers or at the 
very least potential audience that will consume our content.

You may also be already running PPC ads like Google search ads or other types that give you great 
observational demographics data on who is clicking your ads, which demographics (gender, age) 
converts best etc. 

So if you want the same gender and age data from chapter 1 methods, than one of the great ways you 
can do so is by using our AI model that will tell you gender and age of a person just by looking at the 
profile picture.

All you need to do is pass the URL of the profile picture that is available in Instagram or Twitter 
scrapers and you will get the age and gender back.

This is a reasonably fast model to run, and you can easily get few thousand rows of data a day. This 
add-on will cost about $10/month.
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5.3 Identify Text Language

You can easily identify the language of the text by using our natural language identifier which supports 
over 90 languages. 

This is a great filter to identify Twitter/Instagram users that are only active in few languages. AI models
of these sort have become so accurate and cheap that this add-on costs only $6 and has accuracy of 
over 90% at identifying the correct language.

5.4 Identifying Sentiments From the Text

Identifying sentiments from text is one of the most popular AI models in use across industries. 
Basically, these models take in any type of text as input, and return if the text contains positive, 
negative or neutral sentiments. 

We sell three different sentiments model, each getting progressively more expensive with better 
accuracy and takes longer to run. The pricing still starts at $5 so if all you need is an affordable 
sentiments model than we can provide you with the right solution. 

There are many different ways of calculating sentiments of the text. In early 2000s, it was common do 
simply do a vocabulary based sentiments meaning that if a sentence has lot of negative words like 
“hate”, “not”, “terrible” etc. than the model will most likely say that the sentence has negative 
sentiments. 

Such simplistic approaches will frequently give you wrong sentiments when you are dealing with 
sentences such as 

“I dont hate this as much as I thought”

“This is not as terrible as I thought”

The modern AI based sentiments models actually understand the semantics of the language and will 
correctly understand these sentences and will predict right sentiments. 

A second issue that happens is that social media text such as tweets will frequently use emojis etc. that 
in itself actually show sentiments much better than the words used in the text alone. A good sentiments 
model will account for emojis.

Lastly, we have something called aspects based sentiments model. For example in a sentence like 
shown below:

“Iphone's battery life is terrible but screen is pretty good."

An aspect based sentiments model will tell you that “battery life” has negative sentiment and “screen” 
as positive sentiments. 
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If you just use a full text sentiments model, than it will only return average sentiments of the entire 
sentence which will most likely be neutral. 

Such a model is pretty pricey, but our clients run it when extracting information from product reviews, 
business reviews etc. 

5.5 Convert Location into a Map

Do you want to visualize where your target audience lives? You already get city, state data from Twitter
or even using Linkedin scrapers but have you ever wondered about how to plot these?

Its actually not completely straightforward to plot locations into maps directly. The first step is that 
these locations need to be converted into latitudes and longitudes. 

Frequently, people will type in incomplete or ambiguous locations such as saying “Athens”, but not 
mentioning whether they mean Athens, Greece or one of the other American cities such as Athens, GA. 

In these cases, you need AI model to make an educated guess, and that’s what our model will do. 

You can enter a spreadsheet containing locations and you will get back an interactive map shown below
that will let you visualize your audience and zoom in to a region of choice.

Figure: A location plot from twitter bio scraper for the search term “keto diet”.
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